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Rider Positions
1. Mikayla 

2.  Talbot 

3.  Naomi 

4.  Pinti 

5.  Louisa 

6.  Bella 

7.  Gabby 

8.  Piper 

9.  Lily 

10. Margaret 

11. Joanna 

12. Emily

American Flag: Maddy T



• If you are confused or have a question about the pattern, look at the video 
of the pattern. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O39ugJXhftc 

• Make sure to follow your assigned spot in the pattern and study this before 
practice. This will help a lot!! There will be prizes for those who know their 
parts in the pattern

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O39ugJXhftc


Entry Columns of 4

Rank & File



Rank & File



Rank & File



Rank & File



Rank & File



Rank & File



Rank & File



Rank & File

Split into pairs for an 
intersecting figure 8



Intersecting figure 
8

Intersecting figure 
8



Intersecting figure 
8

Finish intersecting 
figure 8, Leave in pairs 
on the centerline



At the end of the 
arena, split pairs and 
follow along the rail

“Follow the leader” 
along the rail



Intersection on the 
centerline

Intersection on the 
centerline



Intersection on the 
centerline

After intersection, 
turn on the rail



“Follow the leader” on 
the rail until the next 
intersection

Intersection on the 
centerline



Intersection on the 
centerline

Intersection on the 
centerline. Start crocodile 
jaw maneuver, horses 1 
and 2 pivot while horses 
5 and 6 speed up



Keep pivoting for 
crocodile jaws, keep 
your spacing and 
watch the outside 
horses 5 and 6

Another crocodile 
jaws intersection. 
Now horses 5 and 
6 are the pivoting 
horses while horses 
1 and 2 speed up



Pivoting for a crocodile 
jaws intersection

Another crocodile 
jaws intersection. 
Horses 5 and 6 are 
still pivoting while 
horses 1 and 2 are 
on the outside of 
the lines



Continue after 
the intersection

One more 
intersection, 
however don’t 
spin around just 
keep going 
straight 



Keep going to 
the rail after the 
intersection

Pair up with the 
horse next to 
you, turn right on 
to the rail



Continue with 
your pair on the 
rail 

Cross on the 
diagonal for 
weaving. Leave 
lots of space from 
the horse ahead 
of you(21 feet)



Weaving

Weaving



Weaving

Weaving



After weaving, 
follow the pairs 
ahead of you. 
Catch up if you are 
not 8 feet from the 
horse ahead of you

Keep following 
the pairs ahead 
of you



Turn on the 
centerline

Be ready for Do 
Si Do



Do Si Do. Every 
horse turns left

Leave Do Si Do



Turn left and 
partner up with 
the horse behind 
you. Form the 
Great Circle

Inside horses of the 
circle turn 180* to 
form a smaller 
circle going the 
opposite direction. 
Outside horses 
keep going



Continue on the 
circle

Horses 3 and 8 turn in 
and start the pivot for 
the giant pinwheel. 
Other inside horses 
follow the horse 
ahead of you and 
ripple in next to them 



Inside horses 
continue 
pivoting. Outside 
horses keep 
going on the 
outside circle

Inside horses 
continue 
pivoting. Outside 
horses keep 
going on the 
outside circle



Outside horses 10 
and 11 turn onto 
the inside horses by 
making a 180* turn. 
Make sure to plan 
your turn ahead of 
time

Other outside 
horses turn in on 
the opposite line 
as the horse 
ahead of you 
turned onto



Other outside 
horses turn in on 
the opposite line 
as the horse 
ahead of you 
turned onto

Other outside 
horses turn in on 
the opposite line 
as the horse 
ahead of you 
turned onto



GIANT 
PINWHEEL

GIANT 
PINWHEEL



GIANT 
PINWHEEL

GIANT 
PINWHEEL



Outside 3 horses 
from each side, 
spin around the 
other line. 

Outside 3 horses 
from each side, 
spin around the 
other line



Outside 3 horses 
from each side, 
spin around the 
other line. Turn in 
to form a 4 spoke 
pinwheel

4 Spoke 
Pinwheel



4 Spoke 
Pinwheel

4 Spoke 
Pinwheel



4 Spoke 
Pinwheel

All horse spin 
around 360*



All horse spin 
around 360* to 
form another 4 
spoke pinwheel

All horse spin 
around 360*



4 Spoke 
Pinwheel 

4 Spoke 
Pinwheel 



4 Spoke 
Pinwheel 

All horses turn out 
of the 4 Spoke 
Pinwheel following 
the outside horse 
in their line to the 
corners



Once lines reach 
the centerline, 
every other 
horse turns on

Start boxes, every 
other horse from 
the line takes 
turns turning left 
first or continuing 
to go straight



Boxes

Boxes



Boxes

Leave Boxes by 
forming a single 
file line, every 
other horse. 



Leave boxes 
and follow the 
leader in your 
single file lines

Follow the leader



Follow your 
leaders to do a 
double ribbon 
candy

Double Ribbon 
Candy, make 
sure to not cut 
your turns!!!



Passing lines

Passing lines



Pair up with the 
corresponding 
horse on the line 
next to you. Go 
down the 
centerline

JETs salute as 
we exit the arena




